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Abstract

We show that perturbative quantum gravity based on the Einstein-Hilbert action, has a

novel continuum limit. The renormalized trajectory emanates from the Gaussian fixed point

along (marginally) relevant directions but enters the diffeomorphism invariant subspace only

well below a dynamically generated scale. We show that for pure quantum gravity to second

order in perturbation theory, and with vanishing cosmological constant, the result is the same as

computed in the standard quantisation. Although this case is renormalizable at second order for

kinematic reasons, the structure we uncover works in general. One possibility is that gravity has

a genuine consistent continuum limit even though it has an infinite number couplings. However

we also suggest a possible non-perturbative mechanism, based on the parabolic properties of

these flow equations, which would fix all higher order couplings in terms of Newton’s constant

and the cosmological constant.
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1 Introduction

In a series of papers we have developed a novel continuum limit for quantum gravity that is pertur-

bative in couplings but non-perturbative in Planck’s constant, ~ [1–6]. This new quantisation follows

from the observation that, despite the conformal factor instability [7], Wilsonian renormalization

group (RG) [8] flows involving otherwise arbitrary functions of the conformal factor amplitude, ϕ,

remain well defined but only if they are expanded in the UV (ultraviolet) over a novel tower of

increasingly relevant operators δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) (n = 0, 1, · · · ) [1]. The result is the renormalized trajectory

sketched in fig. 1.1 [5].

To the extent that other approaches address the continuum limit for quantum gravity, it has

been tacitly assumed that this must take place within the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, that

is the space of actions that respect diffeomorphism invariance in some suitably well defined sense.

For the Wilsonian RG, effective actions in this subspace must satisfy modified Slavnov-Taylor

identities (mST) that encode the ‘breaking’ of BRST invariance by the effective cutoff, Λ [9]. It

turns out that with interactions built from δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ), it is only possible to respect these mST well
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Figure 1.1: The continuum limit is described by a renormalized trajectory that shoots out of the

Gaussian fixed point (free gravitons) along (marginally) relevant directions that cannot respect

diffeomorphism invariance for Λ > aΛp, where Λp is a characteristic of the renormalized trajectory

and is called the amplitude suppression scale, and a is a non-universal number. By appropriate

choice of the underlying couplings gσn, diffeomorphism invariance is then recovered at scales Λ, ϕ�

Λp where also we recover an expansion in the effective coupling κ ∼
√
G.

below some characteristic scale, Λp [4]. Then the renormalized trajectory splits into two parts, a

part above aΛp (a is a non-universal number) that expresses the perturbative continuum limit by

shooting out of the Gaussian fixed point along (marginally) relevant directions parametrised by an

infinite number of (marginally) relevant underlying couplings gσn, and the part below aΛp where

the renormalized trajectory enters the diffeomorphism invariant subspace. This part includes the

physical amplitudes since they are recovered from the limit Λ→ 0. Here the trajectory becomes

independent of the underlying couplings except indirectly through some collective effects, a.k.a.

diffeomorphism invariant effective couplings. In particular it is here that Newton’s gravitational

constant, G, makes its appearance as expressed through

κ =
√

32πG . (1.1)

In refs. [1–5] we established this continuum limit to first order. In ref. [6] we established that an

appropriate continuum limit exists at second order, in the sense that we showed that a well defined

renormalized trajectory can be constructed, and that one can choose domains for the (marginally)
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relevant underlying couplings so that interactions satisfy certain trivialisation conditions [4–6] in

the large Λp limit. These trivialisations are necessary for the renormalized trajectory to enter the

diffeomorphism invariant subspace [4, 5]. In this paper we complete the construction to second

order, by verifying that the couplings can furthermore be chosen so that the mST is satisfied, and

by computing the remainder of the renormalized trajectory. From this we also derive the physical

Legendre effective action to O(κ2) by taking the limit Λ→0. We show that the result is identical

to that derived in standard perturbative quantisation at one loop and second order in κ, where we

choose to parametrise the metric in terms of fluctuations, Hµν , as

gµν = δµν + κHµν . (1.2)

The second-order renormalized trajectory, being non-perturbative in ~, involves a sum over

tadpoles and melonic Feynman diagrams to all loops [6]. However on trivialisation in the large Λp

limit, it collapses down to something that can be seen to be effectively one loop and second order in

κ. We will see that undetermined parameters are left behind, associated to BRST invariant terms

that run logarithmically with Λ, and furthermore these are the only places where such ambiguities

appear. In this paper we only consider pure quantum gravity at vanishing cosmological constant.

We show that in this case at this order, the logarithmic ambiguities are actually BRST exact,

and can thus be absorbed in a wave-function-like canonical transformation. This is the BRST

cohomological equivalent of the “kinematical accident” that pure gravity without cosmological

constant, is one-loop finite in a standard perturbative treatment [29].

In sec. 6 we discuss the implications. It seems clear that even at O(κ2), once we add matter

and/or a cosmological constant, it will no longer be the case that logarithmic running inside the

diffeomorphism invariant subspace is attributable to reparametrisation. One possibility then is

that this construction ultimately leaves behind an infinite number of effective couplings that just

correspond to the couplings that have to be added order by order in the number of loops in

a standard perturbative treatment. The difference here however is that the result is a genuine

continuum limit, apparently completely consistent, no matter how inconvenient this may seem

phenomenologically.

However in sec. 7 we point to a possible novel non-perturbative mechanism that would fix all

effective couplings in terms of just Newton’s constant and the cosmological constant. This is based

on the parabolic property of these flow equations. In the ϕ sector, flows are guaranteed well-defined

only in the UV direction (backward parabolic property). This has already played a key rôle in the

construction [1–6]. However once diffeomorphism invariance is imposed by the mST, the solution
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is necessarily non-polynomial in the graviton. Then it matters that in the graviton sector, the flow

is forward parabolic, and thus is guaranteed well defined only in the IR (infrared) direction. Since

in reality these sectors cannot be treated separately, we see that non-perturbatively we are dealing

with novel partial differential equations whose solutions typically fail in whichever direction they are

evolved. We argue, using a simple linearised model, that if we ensure a solution in which κ is freely

variable, then only the cosmological constant can also be freely variable, because perturbations in

the higher derivative couplings would lead to singular trajectories.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In sec. 2, we collect together the material we need

from the previous papers in order to derive the solution for the renormalized trajectory inside the

diffeomorphism invariant subspace. The general form of the second order renormalized trajectory

is given in terms of a particular integral and a complementary solution [6]. The remaining freedom

in the underlying couplings is held in the complementary solution. We need to choose it so that the

second-order mST is satisfied. As we will see in sec. 5, this involves at intermediate stages solving

the Zinn-Justin identities [27] for a local effective action and BRST charge, to one loop and O(κ2).

This step can be treated separately and is done in sec. 3. A key rôle will be played by BRST

invariant bilinear terms up to fourth order in space-time derivatives. In sec. 4 we establish that

all such terms are actually BRST-exact and thus can be eliminated by a canonical transformation.

We finish this section by uncovering some higher-derivative symmetries that appear at this level,

whose significance is unclear to us. The main part of the paper is contained in sec. 5 where

we demonstrate that inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, the renormalized trajectory at

second order collapses to a solution that is equivalent to one derived using a standard perturbative

approach to one loop and O(κ2), albeit in terms of an effective action for quantum fields and

regularising using an effective cutoff Λ. We solve both for the derivative expansion at finite Λ (with

the help of app. A) and for the physical vertices in the limit Λ→ 0. In sec. 6 we discuss the

significance of the logarithmic running in the current context, in particular for the generalisations

to higher order or/and when a cosmological constant or matter is added. In sec. 7 we uncover hints

of a non-perturbative mechanism that fixes higher order couplings, as already mentioned above.

Finally, in sec. 8 we summarise, make some further comments, and draw our conclusions.
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2 Review

In this paper we will solve for the physical Legendre effective action

Γphys = lim
Λ→0

Γ , (2.1)

which corresponds to sending the IR (infrared) cutoff Λ→ 0. We do this by solving for the final

part of the renormalized trajectory, Λ�aΛp, inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, cf. fig.

1.1. In this section we provide a brief review of the earlier research [1–6, 15]. This will also serve

to collect together equations in a form that we will need later. The (IR cutoff) effective action

Γ = Γ0 + ΓI , (2.2)

is expressed in terms of an interaction part ΓI [Φ,Φ
∗] and a free part Γ0[Φ,Φ∗]. In the following,

all expressions for actions should be understood as integrated over four flat Euclidean space-time

dimensions. Thus, in the minimal gauge invariant basis in which we work [5, 15], we write Γ0 as:

Γ0 = 1
2 (∂λHµν)2 − 2 (∂λϕ)2 − (∂µHµν)2 + 2 ∂αϕ∂βHαβ − 2 ∂µcνH

∗
µν . (2.3)

It is the action for free graviton fields Hµν (ϕ = 1
2Hµµ) plus the antifield H∗µν source term for

Q0Hµν = ∂µcν + ∂νcµ , (2.4)

the only non-vanishing free linearised BRST transformation in this basis, cµ being the ghost fields.

We introduce the antibracket [5, 15–17], such that for functionals Ξ[Φ,Φ∗] and Υ[Φ,Φ∗],

(Ξ,Υ) =
∂rΞ

∂ΦA

∂lΥ

∂Φ∗A
− ∂rΞ

∂Φ∗A

∂lΥ

∂ΦA
. (2.5)

In Γ0 we have chosen left-acting BRST transformations [4,5] so that the free BRST transformation

is given by the first of the following equations:

Q0 ΦA := (Γ0,Φ
A) , Q−0 Φ∗A := (Γ0,Φ

∗
A) . (2.6)

Here we have taken the opportunity also to define the free Koszul-Tate operator Q−0 . The super-

script is a reminder that it lowers antighost number by one. From the definition (2.6) and the free

action (2.3), the non-vanishing free Kozsul-Tate differentials are:

Q−0 H
∗
µν = −2G(1)

µν , Q−0 c
∗
ν = −2∂µH

∗
µν , (2.7)
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where G
(1)
µν is the linearised Einstein tensor:

G(1)
µν = −R(1)

µν + 1
2R

(1)δµν = 1
2 �Hµν − δµν�ϕ+ ∂2

µνϕ+ 1
2δµν∂

2
αβHαβ − ∂(µ∂

αHν)α , (2.8)

the linearised curvatures being1

R
(1)
µανβ = −2∂[µ| ∂[νHβ] |α] , R

(1)
µν = −∂2

µνϕ+ ∂(µ∂
αHν)α − 1

2 �Hµν , R
(1) = ∂2

αβHαβ − 2�ϕ . (2.9)

We also introduce the Batalin-Vilkovisky measure operator ∆ [16, 17], however it is regulated by

a UV (ultraviolet) cutoff function CΛ(p) ≡ C(p2/Λ2) which satisfies C(0) = 1 [4, 5, 15]. Under

anti-ghost grading, it splits into two parts that lower antighost number by one or two respectively

(∆− simplifies to this in minimal basis [4]):

∆ = ∆− + ∆= , ∆− =
∂

∂Hµν
CΛ ∂l

∂H∗µν
, ∆= = − ∂l

∂cµ
CΛ ∂

∂c∗µ
. (2.10)

The flow equation for ΓI takes the form [18–20] (see also [21–25]):

Γ̇I = −1
2 Str

(
4̇Λ4−1

Λ

[
1 +4ΛΓ

(2)
I

]−1
)
, (2.11)

where the over-dot is ∂t = −Λ∂Λ. The BRST invariance is expressed through the mST [9,15]:

1
2(Γ,Γ)− Tr

(
CΛ Γ

(2)
I∗

[
1 +4ΛΓ

(2)
I

]−1
)

= 0 . (2.12)

In these equations we have introduced StrM = (−)AMA
A and TrM =MA

A, and set

Γ
(2)
I AB =

∂l
∂ΦA

∂r
∂ΦB

ΓI ,
(

Γ
(2)
I∗

)A
B

=
∂l
∂Φ∗A

∂r
∂ΦB

ΓI . (2.13)

The above equations are compatible [9,15] and both UV and IR (infrared) finite, the latter thanks

also to the presence of the associated IR cutoff CΛ = 1 − CΛ, which appears in the IR regulated

propagators as 4AB
Λ = CΛ4AB. The cutoff function is chosen so that C(p2/Λ2)→0 sufficiently fast

as p2/Λ2→∞ to ensure that all momentum integrals are indeed UV regulated (faster than power

fall off is necessary and sufficient). It is also required to be smooth (differentiable to all orders),

corresponding to a local Kadanoff blocking. It thus permits for Λ>0, a solution for ΓI that has a

space-time derivative expansion to all orders. We insist on this since it is equivalent to imposing

locality on a bare action. Finally, the propagators are defined (in Feynman - De Donder gauge) as

1defining symmetrisation as: t(µν) = 1
2
(tµν + tνµ), and antisymmetrisation as t[µν] = 1

2
(tµν − tνµ).
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follows [4]:

4AB = 〈ΦA ΦB〉 , ΦA(x) =

∫
p

e−ip·x ΦA(p) ,

∫
p
≡
∫

ddp

(2π)d
. (2.14)

〈Hµν(p)Hαβ(−p)〉 =
δµ(αδβ)ν

p2
− 1

d− 2

δµνδαβ
p2

, (2.15)

〈hµν(p)hαβ(−p)〉 =
δµ(αδβ)ν − 1

dδµνδαβ

p2
, (2.16)

〈ϕ(p)ϕ(−p)〉 = − d

2(d− 2)

1

p2
. (2.17)

〈cµ(p) c̄ν(−p)〉 = −〈c̄µ(p) cν(−p)〉 = δµν/p
2 . (2.18)

Here hµν is the traceless part:

Hµν = hµν + 2
d ϕ δµν . (2.19)

All the above formulae apply to d spacetime dimensions. For the most part we will work in the

physical d=4 dimensions, but later we will find it useful to employ dimensional regularisation as an

intermediate step. Ghost propagator corrections are computed after shifting to gauge fixed basis

using (in d dimensions)

H∗µν |gi = H∗µν |gf + ∂(µc̄ν) − 1
2 δµν ∂ ·c̄ , (2.20)

after which we shift back to gauge invariant basis [5, 15].

In the new quantisation, one expands ΓI perturbatively in its interactions,

ΓI =
∞∑
n=1

Γn ε
n/n! , (2.21)

where ε is a formal small parameter, the true small parameter being the underlying couplings gσn.

However the treatment is non-perturbative in ~. At first order (2.11) and (2.12) become

Γ̇1 = 1
2 Str 4̇ΛΓ

(2)
1 , (2.22)

0 = (Γ0,Γ1)− Tr
(
CΛ Γ

(2)
1∗

)
= (Q0 +Q−0 −∆)Γ1 =: ŝ0 Γ1 , (2.23)

i.e. these equations are the linearised versions of the flow equation and mST. They play a funda-

mental rôle also at higher orders, since they govern the freedom in the solution at each order, i.e.

the form of the new interactions and their parameterisation in terms of couplings.

2.1 Solutions to the linearised equations

The first equation, (2.22), is the flow equation satisfied by eigenoperators. As a result of the

conformal factor instability, the eigenoperators we expand in are (integer l ≥ 0 and ε = 0(1)
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according the even(odd) ϕ-amplitude parity) [1, 4, 5]

δ
(2l+ε)
Λ (ϕ)σ(∂, ∂ϕ, h, c,Φ∗) + · · · , (2.24)

so that there is convergence of the sum over eigenoperators in the square-integrable sense [1]. Here

we have displayed the ‘top term’, σ being a Λ-independent Lorentz invariant monomial involving

some or all of the components indicated, in particular the arguments ∂ϕ, h, c,Φ∗ can appear as

they are, or differentiated any number of times. The operators

δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) :=

∂n

∂ϕn
δ
(0)
Λ(ϕ) , where δ

(0)
Λ(ϕ) :=

1√
2πΩΛ

exp

(
− ϕ2

2ΩΛ

)
(2.25)

have dimension −1−n, and are responsible for turning gravity into a genuine perturbatively renor-

malizable quantum field theory. In these equations we have introduced

ΩΛ = |〈ϕ(x)ϕ(x)〉| =
∫
q

C(q2/Λ2)

q2
=

Λ2

(4π)2

∫ ∞
0
duC(u) =

Λ2

2a2
(2.26)

which is the modulus of the ϕ-tadpole integral (and a a dimensionless non-universal number). Since

ΩΛ is O(~) the operators are non-perturbative in ~ and this is the reason that the equations need

to be treated non-perturbatively in ~. However expansion over these operators is the correct thing

to do only in the UV regime, since the expansion converges if and only if Λ>aΛp. (This is actually

the definition of Λp [1,5].) As we will see, in the IR regime we recover a sense in which the solutions

can be expanded perturbatively in ~. Notice that undifferentiated ϕ does not appear in σ but only

in δ
(2l+ε)
Λ (ϕ). The tadpole operator on the RHS of linearised flow equation (2.22) generates a finite

number of Λ-dependent UV regulated tadpole corrections involving fewer fields in σ (and which

vanish in the limit Λ→0). These are the terms we indicate with the ellipses.

The general solution of the linearised flow equation (2.22) can be written as Γ1 =Γ(µ) where,

Γ(µ) = exp

(
−1

2
4ΛAB ∂2

l

∂ΦB∂ΦA

)
Γphys(µ) =

∑
σ

(σfσΛ(ϕ, µ) + · · · ) . (2.27)

It is a linear sum over the eigenoperators (2.24) with constant coefficients, these being the underlying

couplings gσ2l+ε(µ), and where this sum is subsumed into coefficient functions:

fσΛ(ϕ, µ) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dπ

2π
fσ(π, µ) e−

π2

2
ΩΛ+iπϕ , fσ(π, µ) = i ε

∞∑
l=0

(−)lgσ2l+ε(µ)π 2n+ε . (2.28)

The tadpole corrections are those contributions formed by attaching propagators in (2.27) to σ

(either exclusively or also to ϕ). It can be shown that the Taylor series of fσ(π, µ) converges
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absolutely for all π, and furthermore fσ(π, µ) decays exponentially for π > 1/Λp [1, 5]. This

solution therefore makes sense for all Λ≥0.

There are thus an infinite tower of underlying couplings associated to every monomial σ. At

first order, the couplings can be regarded as µ independent, and it turns out that all are relevant

except for one marginal coupling [4,5]. At higher order, new higher dimension monomials σ appear

through the quantum corrections. Infinitely many of their underlying couplings are also relevant,

however the first few are irrelevant. These latter are not freely variable but determined by the

requirement that we have a well-defined renormalized trajectory [1, 6]. At second order there are

no new marginal couplings, the first order couplings still do not run, while the irrelevant couplings

that now appear, are determined in terms of the first order couplings [6].

Despite this, both at first order and second order, the relevant couplings can be chosen so that

the amplitude suppression scale of each fσΛ(ϕ, µ) is at a common value Λp, independent of σ, and

such that these coefficient functions trivialise in a way that we will require in order to have a chance

of satisfying the mST (2.12) [4]. By trivialise we mean that they have limiting behaviour [5]

fσΛ(ϕ, µ)→ Aσ as Λp →∞ , (2.29)

or more generally (α a non-negative integer),

fσΛ(ϕ, µ)→ Aσ (Λ/2ia)αHα(aiϕ/Λ) as Λp →∞ , (2.30)

or indeed vanish in this limit. Here Aσ is a constant, and Hα is the αth Hermite polynomial:

(Λ/2ia)αHα(aiϕ/Λ) = ϕα + α(α− 1) ΩΛϕ
α−2/2 + · · · . (2.31)

This is the unique form for fσΛ(ϕ, µ) such that it satisfies the linearised flow equation (2.22) and

becomes ϕα in the physical (Λ→ 0) limit, the tadpole corrections in (2.31) being those generated

by attaching propagators exclusively to ϕα. (It corresponds to choosing fσ(π, µ)→ 2πAσ i
αδ(α)(π)

as Λp→∞ [5].)

Now that the coefficient functions are polynomial, the whole linearised solution (2.27) is a

polynomial. In particular it is now a sum over polynomial eigenoperators, where the latter are

given by the Λ-independent σϕα together with its finite number of Λ-dependent tadpole corrections

generated by the exponential operator in (2.27). The solutions are therefore effectively now also

polynomial in ~, its power being given by the loop-order of these tadpole corrections. They are

effectively no different from the solutions to the linearised flow equation (2.22) that we would write

down in standard quantisation.
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The second equation, the first-order mST (2.23), says that a linearised solution must be closed

under the total free quantum BRST charge ŝ0. In the new quantisation BRST invariance is recov-

ered only at scales much less than Λp, where we enter the the diffeomorphism invariant subspace

thanks to the trivialisations above. In particular at first order we have that

Γ1 → κ (Γ̌1 + Γ̌1q1) , as Λp →∞ , (2.32)

where Aσ has been set to κ, and Γ̌1 + Γ̌1q1 is the free total quantum BRST cohomology representa-

tive, i.e. is closed under ŝ0 but not exact. Here we take the opportunity to split it into the classical

three-point vertex, Γ̌1, and its one-loop tadpole correction,2 Γ̌1q1. It is the quantum correction

needed to make the RHS a polynomial solution of the linearised flow equation, consistently with

the required limit for the solution Γ1. Note that κ is thus to be viewed as an effective coupling

which arises as a collective effect of all the underlying couplings, and which appears only in this

Λ, ϕ�Λp regime.

In order to get a theory that is consistent with unitarity and causality, we restrict Γ̌1 to have a

maximum of two space-time derivatives. Then Γ̌1 must be a linear combination of a term involving

space-time derivatives and a unique non-derivative piece. This latter is just ϕ itself, and is nothing

but the O(κ) part of
√
g, as we will review shortly. In this paper we set this first order cosmological

constant term to zero. Up to an ŝ0-exact piece, the derivative part also has a unique expression

[4, 26]. We will use the choice [5]

Γ̌1 = Γ̌2
1 + Γ̌1

1 + Γ̌0
1 , (2.33)

Γ̌2
1 = − (cµ∂µc

ν) c∗ν , (2.34)

Γ̌1
1 = − (cα∂αHµν + 2 ∂µc

αhαν)H∗µν − ϕ∂µcνH∗µν , (2.35)

Γ̌0
1 = 1

4hαβ∂αϕ∂βϕ− hαβ∂γhγα∂βϕ−
1
2hγδ∂γhαβ∂δhαβ − hβµ∂γhαβ∂γhαµ

+ 2hµα∂γhαβ∂µhβγ + hβµ∂γhαβ∂αhγµ − hαβ∂γhαβ∂µhµγ + 1
2hαβ∂γhαβ∂γϕ

+ ϕ
(

3
8(∂αϕ)2 − 1

2∂βhβα∂αϕ−
1
4(∂γhαβ)2 + 1

2∂γhαβ∂αhγβ
)

(2.36)

Here we have split (graded) Γ̌1 by antighost number (the superscript). The one-loop quantum part,

Γ̌1q1 = Γ̌0
1q1 = 7

2bΛ
4ϕ , (2.37)

only has antighost level zero. The tadpole integral is written in terms of the non-universal dimen-

sionless number [1, 4, 5]:

b =

∫
d4p̃

(2π)4
C(p̃2) =

1

(4π)2

∫ ∞
0
duuC(u) . (2.38)

2q stands for one-loop and the reason for the trailing 1 will become clear in the next section.
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Although this reintroduces a first-order cosmological constant term, it is not physical since it

vanishes in the limit Λ→0.

We will sometimes need Γ̌1 in d dimensions. In this case Γ̌2
1 takes the same form, Γ̌1

1 differs only

in that ϕ should be replaced by 4
dϕ or alternatively this last term is removed and hαν replaced by

Hαν . Finally, the d-dimensional level zero part is [4, 5]

Γ̌0
1 = 2ϕ∂βHβα∂αϕ− 2ϕ(∂αϕ)2 − 2Hαβ∂γHγα∂βϕ+ 2Hαβ∂αϕ∂βϕ− 2Hβγ∂γHαβ∂αϕ

+ 1
2ϕ(∂γHαβ)2 − 1

2Hγδ∂γHαβ∂δHαβ −Hβµ∂γHαβ∂γHαµ + 2Hµα∂γHαβ∂µHβγ (2.39)

+Hβµ∂γHαβ∂αHγµ − ϕ∂γHαβ∂αHγβ −Hαβ∂γHαβ∂µHµγ + 2Hαβ∂γHαβ∂γϕ .

3 Solving the Classical Master Equation

At intermediate steps we will need

Γ̌ =
∞∑
n=0

Γ̌n κ
n/n! , (Γ̌0 = Γ0) (3.1)

where Γ̌ is a local solution of the Classical Master Equation (CME), taking the standard form:

Γ̌ = Γ̌0 − (QΦA)Φ∗A . (3.2)

In particular Γ̌0 and Q then also have such expansions in κ. The CME [16,17,27]

0 =
1

2
(Γ̌, Γ̌) = (QΦA)

∂lΓ̌

∂ΦA
, (3.3)

just implies the BRST invariance of this action under this classical BRST charge Q. The choice

of free total quantum BRST cohomology representative (2.34,2.35,2.36) was made [5] because Q is

then given exactly, i.e. has no higher order in κ corrections, provided that the metric is given by

the simple linear split (1.2). Indeed using the classical form (3.2), we read from Γ̌2
1 (2.34) that

Qcν = (Q0 + κQ1) cν = κ cµ∂µc
ν = 1

2 κLc c
ν , (3.4)

expresses exactly the algebra of diffeomorphisms through the Lie derivative Lc generated by the

vector field κcµ [4], while from Γ̌1
1 (2.35) and the H∗µν part in Γ0 (2.3) we get exactly the action of

diffeomorphisms on the metric, through its Lie derivative:

Qgµν = κ(Q0 + κQ1)Hµν = 2κ ∂(µc
αgν)α + κ cα∂αgµν = κLc gµν . (3.5)
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In our case, the level zero action, Γ̌0
1+Γ̌0

1q, has a classical and one-loop part. Together they must still

solve these equations, indeed the CME and Zinn-Justin identities [27] are equivalent algebraically.

Thus the one-loop part has an expansion in κ which we write similarly to that for Γ̌ itself (3.1):

Γ̌0
1q =

∞∑
n=1

Γ̌0
1qn κ

n/n! , (3.6)

where the O(κ) part is Γ̌0
1q1 as already given in (2.37) (and the above now explains the notation).

Since this quantum piece is purely level-zero it does not disturb the classical parametrisation (3.2)

and thus by the Zinn-Justin identities (3.3) we now get the one-loop identity

0 = (Γ̌, Γ̌0
1q) = (QΦA)

∂lΓ̌
0
1q

∂ΦA
. (3.7)

Using the (now-extended) classical form (3.2) the identities (3.3) follow from nilpotency, Q2 = 0,

and the diffeomorphism invariance of Γ̌0, while (3.7) expresses the diffeomorphism invariance of

Γ̌0
1q. Expanding out the antibracket in (3.3) to O(κ2) using the κ expansion of the action (3.1), the

absence of classical corrections to Q (3.4,3.5) implies the first two of the following relations (which

are readily verified), while the last two relations express the diffeomorphism invariance of Γ̌0 and

Γ̌0
1q at second order:

(Γ̌2
1, Γ̌

2
1) = 0 , 2 (Γ̌2

1, Γ̌
1
1) + (Γ̌1

1, Γ̌
1
1) = 0 , Q0 Γ̌0

2 = −(Γ̌1
1, Γ̌

0
1) , Q0 Γ̌0

1q2 = −(Γ̌1
1, Γ̌

0
1q1) . (3.8)

Given that Γ̌0
1q1 (2.37) is a Λ-dependent cosmological constant term expanded to first order in κ,

while the action for free gravitons (2.3) covariantizes to the Einstein-Hilbert action for which Γ̌0
1

(2.36) is its first order vertex [4], we know geometrically that all-orders solutions are

Γ̌0 = −2
√
gR/κ2 , Γ̌0

1q = 7
2bΛ

4√g , (3.9)

where R is the scalar curvature. Expanding (3.9) to O(κ2) we thus find solutions to the last

equations in (3.8), namely

Γ̌0
2 = ϕ2

(
1
4∂αhαβ∂βϕ−

3
16(∂αϕ)2 + 1

8(∂σhαβ)2 − 1
4∂αhβσ∂βhασ

)
+ ϕ

(
hαβ∂σhσα∂βϕ

− 1
4∂µh

2
αβ∂µϕ− 1

4hαβ∂αϕ∂βϕ+ ∂αhαβhµν∂βhµν + 1
2∂αhµν∂βhµνhαβ − 2∂µhνα∂βhµνhαβ

+ ∂µhνα∂µhνβhαβ − ∂µhνα∂νhµβhαβ
)

+ 1
2∂σhσαhαβ∂βh

2
µν + ∂σhσα∂αhβµhβνhµν + 1

4∂σhσα∂αϕh
2
µν

− 1
8(∂σhαβ)2h2

µν + 1
2∂µhαβ∂νhαβhµσhνσ + ∂αhβµ∂αhβνhµσhνσ + ∂αhσµ∂βhσνhαβhµν

− ∂αhσµ∂νhσβhαβhµν − 2∂αhβµ∂νhαβhµσhνσ − 3
2∂µhνσ∂σhαβhαµhβν + 1

2∂σhαβ∂σhµνhαµhβν

+ 1
4∂σhαβ∂αhσβh

2
µν + 1

2hαβ∂αhβσ∂σh
2
µν − ∂αϕ∂µhναhµσhνσ − ∂αhβµ∂βhανhµσhνσ

− 1
2∂αhµσ∂σhβνhαβhµν + ∂αhαµ∂νϕhµσhνσ − 1

8(∂µh
2
αβ)2 − 3

16h
2
µν(∂αϕ)2 , (3.10)
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which would be awkward to derive working directly with (3.8), and

Γ̌0
1q2 = 7

8bΛ
4(ϕ2 − h2

αβ) . (3.11)

Note that other all-orders solutions are possible but will differ from (3.9) by addition of further

invariants at higher order in κ. At O(κ2) this is precisely the freedom we see in (3.8) to add Q0-

closed terms δΓ̌0
2, which are thus also ŝ0-closed, i.e. solutions to the linearised mST (2.23). These

latter are explored further in sec. 4.

4 BRST exact operators

We will see that at second order in perturbation theory (2.21), local ŝ0-closed bilinear terms,

ŝ0 δΓ̌2 = 0 , (4.1)

play an important rôle (cf. sec. 5.1). They appear with up to a maximum of four space-time

derivatives and as we show now, turn out also to be ŝ0-exact. Such ŝ0-exact terms just reparametrise

the free action and therefore carry no new physics [4, 28]. Indeed if we add an operator ŝ0K2 to

Γ0 then, from the definitions of the free charges and linearised mST (2.6,2.23) and the form of the

antibracket (2.5), we see that this corresponds to infinitesimal field and source redefinitions:

δΦA =
∂lK2

∂Φ∗A
, δΦ∗A = −∂lK2

∂ΦA
, (4.2)

with the −∆K2 part corresponding to the Jacobian of the change of variables in the partition

function [16,17], regularised by CΛ [4, 15].3

Since these local ŝ0-closed bilinear terms turn out also to be ŝ0-exact, any µ-dependence that

they carry, can be eliminated by reparametrisation. This result is the BRST cohomological equiva-

lent of the kinematical accident that pure gravity (without cosmological constant) is one-loop finite

in standard quantisation [29], as we will highlight later.

Consider first the following two ŝ0-exact solutions:

1
2 ŝ0(H∗µνHµν) = ∂µcνH

∗
µν −HµνG

(1)
µν ,

1
2 ŝ0(c∗µcµ) = −∂µcνH∗µν , (4.3)

where we used again the formula for ŝ0 (2.23), and the explicit actions for the charges (2.4,2.7)

and always discard field independent terms. The last term in the first equation is evidently again

3In general it is exact expressions using the interacting total BRST charge that correspond to infinitessimal

reparametrisations, however since we are interested only in changes at second-order and we are working at this order,

only Γ0 contributes, and not Γ1.
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the action for free gravitons, while the remaining terms are up to a factor the source term in Γ0

(2.3). These solutions generate the second order part of wavefunction renormalization ZE = 1 + zE

(E = H, c), in close correspondence to the case of Yang-Mills [15]:

K2 = 1
2zHH

∗
µνHµν + 1

2zc c
∗
µcµ , (4.4)

the full wavefunction renormalization being given by the finite (classical) canonical transformation

K =
∑
E

Z
1
2
EΦ∗EΦE

(r) , ΦE =
∂l
∂Φ∗E

K[Φ(r),Φ
∗] , Φ∗(r)E =

∂r

∂ΦE
(r)

K[Φ(r),Φ
∗] , (4.5)

the subscript (r) labelling the renormalized (anti)fields. This implies that the fields and antifields

renormalize in opposite directions:

Hµν = Z
1
2
HH(r)µν , H

∗
µν = Z

−1
2

H H∗(r)µν , cµ = Z
1
2
c c(r)µ , c

∗
µ = Z

−1
2

c c∗(r)µ . (4.6)

However here this is not the whole story, in particular because the reparametrisations that are

generated by quantum corrections are more general than this.

Returning to the annihilation condition (4.1), we note that since δΓ̌2 is bilinear and must have

ghost number zero overall, it cannot have antighost number larger than one. At lowest order in

derivatives, there are only two linearly independent possibilities for the δΓ̌1
2 part, namely H∗µµ∂αcα

and H∗µν∂µcν . The latter option solves (4.1) since it is ŝ0-exact; it was treated already (4.3). By

inspection (2.4), the former is Q0-exact, and thus we know that it completes to an ŝ0-exact solution

ŝ0(ϕ∗ϕ) = ϕ∗∂ ·c−R(1)ϕ , (4.7)

where we have also split the graviton antighost into its SO(4) irreducible parts:

H∗µν = h∗µν + 1
2ϕ
∗δµν , ϕ∗ = 1

2H
∗
µµ , (4.8)

and recalled the standard relation for Gµν (2.8). Comparing to the structure in the previous

paragraph, it is evident that (4.7) expresses the fact that the SO(4) irreducible parts can have

separate wavefunction renormalizations. The remaining possibility at second order in derivatives,

is to have a separate δΓ̌0
2 part, but for it to be annihilated by ŝ0 (4.1) it must be invariant under

linearised diffeomorphisms (2.4) and the graviton action in (2.3) is the unique such solution at this

order in derivatives. Any change in the graviton action normalization is already taken care of by a

canonical transformation, being a linear combination of the two ŝ0-exact operators in (4.3).
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At next order in derivatives there are three linearly independent possibilities for δΓ̌1
2, namely

ϕ∗�∂ ·c, H∗µν�∂µcν , and H∗µν∂
3
µναcα. Evidently the first yields a simple generalisation of ϕ wave-

function renormalization (4.7), while the second two are already ŝ0-exact:

ŝ0(ϕ∗�ϕ) = ϕ∗�∂ ·c−R(1)�ϕ , 1
2 ŝ0(c∗µ�cµ) = H∗µν�∂µcν , −ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ) = H∗µν∂

3
µναcα . (4.9)

The remaining possibility is to have a separate δΓ̌0
2 part, now fourth-order in derivatives. Since it

must be invariant under linearised diffeomorphisms, it has to be a linear combination of the squares

of the linearised curvatures (2.9) (see e.g. [30]). By the Gauss-Bonnet identity, only two of these

are linearly independent:

4(R(1)
µν )2 = (R

(1)
µναβ)2 + (R(1))2 . (4.10)

However it is straightforward to see that they are also ŝ0-exact:

ŝ0(ϕ∗R(1)) = Q−0 (ϕ∗R(1)) = −(R(1))2 ,

ŝ0(H∗µνR
(1)
µν ) = −2G(1)

µνR
(1)
µν = 1

2(R
(1)
µναβ)2 − 1

2(R(1))2 . (4.11)

This completes the demonstration that the ŝ0-cohomology of bilinear δΓ̌2 is trivial up to the fourth

order in derivatives.

We note in passing that there are other expressions for the ŝ0-exact operators, for example the

obvious generalisation of the first equation in wavefunction reparametrisations (4.3):

1
2 ŝ0(H∗µν�Hµν) = ∂µcν�H

∗
µν −Hµν�G

(1)
µν = ∂µcν�H

∗
µν + 1

2(R(1))2 − 1
2(R

(1)
µναβ)2 . (4.12)

However these are not linearly independent, e.g. the above is a linear combination of the second

exact expression in (4.11) and the middle one in (4.9). Stated another way, we have shown that

the following action functional is annihilated by ŝ0:

K2 = 1
2H
∗
µν�Hµν + 1

2c
∗
µ�cµ +H∗µνR

(1)
µν = 1

2 ŝ0(c∗µFµ) . (4.13)

This is so because in fact it itself is exact. The appearance of the De Donder gauge fixing functional,

Fµ = ∂νHνµ − ∂µϕ, is here accidental. The most general double-derivative bilinear ŝ0-exact K2 is

a linear combination involving the two separate parts of Fµ:

K2 = ŝ0(αc∗µ∂µϕ+βc∗µ∂νHµν) = α(2H∗µν∂
2
µνϕ+c∗µ∂

2
µνcν)+β(H∗µν∂

2
µλHλν+c∗µ∂

2
µνcν+c∗µ�cµ) , (4.14)

where α and β are free parameters. The chosen K2 s in (4.9) are only ŝ0-cohomology representatives

determined up to addition of the above expression. Since the above expression is annihilated by ŝ0,
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the canonical transformation (4.2) it generates is actually a (higher-derivative) symmetry of Γ0:

δHµν = 2∂(µξν) , where ξµ = α∂µϕ+ β∂λHλν ,

δcµ = (α+ β)∂2
µνcν + β�cµ , δH∗µν = −αδµν∂2

αβH
∗
αβ − 2β∂α∂(µH

∗
ν)α . (4.15)

For the graviton it is just part of linearised diffeomorphism invariance. The significance of the other

two transformations is unclear to us. They may not survive into the interacting theory.

5 Inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace

At second order in perturbation theory (2.21), the flow equation (2.11), and mST (2.12), become

Γ̇2 − 1
2 Str 4̇ΛΓ

(2)
2 = −1

2 Str 4̇ΛΓ
(2)
1 4ΛΓ

(2)
1 , (5.1)

ŝ0 Γ2 = −1
2 (Γ1,Γ1)− TrCΛ Γ

(2)
1∗4ΛΓ

(2)
1 . (5.2)

In ref. [6] we constructed the general continuum limit solution to (5.1), i.e. the general solution

that realises the full renormalized trajectory Λ≥0. It takes the form

Γ2 = 1
2

[
1 + PΛ − (1 + Pµ) eP

µ
Λ

]
Γ1 Γ1 + Γ2(µ) , (5.3)

where the first term on the RHS is the particular integral and the last term is the complementary

solution. The complementary solution takes exactly the form of the general solution (2.27) to the

linearised flow equation, where however µ now has a meaning. It is an arbitrary initial point on the

renormalized trajectory, lying in the range 0 <µ<aΛp. The particular integral expands out into a

sum over melonic Feynman diagrams, the propagators defined through (similarly Pµ and PΛ)

PµΛ = 4µAB
Λ

∂Ll
∂ΦB

∂Rl
∂ΦA

. (5.4)

They connect the two copies of the first-order solution Γ1. Importantly the renormalized trajectory

solution (5.3) is already finite, all the UV divergences having been absorbed into the relevant

underlying second-order couplings, gσ2l+ε, as described in ref. [6].

We now describe the properties of these equations and their solution once the renormalized

trajectory has entered the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, cf. fig. 1.1. This is equivalent in

particular to taking the large Λp limit. In sec. 5.1 we then provide the detailed solution.

In the large Λp limit, the limit at first order (2.32) can be substituted directly into the second-

order mST (5.2) and into the particular integral, since these expressions are well defined being both
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regularised in the IR and the UV and and remain so in this limit [6]. Since Γ̌1 contains a maximum

of three fields, the latter then collapses to a one-loop integral in the sense that the renormalized

trajectory (5.3) now reads [6]

Γ2 = Γ2(µ) + κ2 (I2Λ − I2µ) , where I2k = −1
4 Str

[
4kΓ̌

(2)
1 4kΓ̌

(2)
1

]
, (k = µ,Λ) . (5.5)

In fact I2k is now identical to a one-loop computation in standard quantisation. Although it is built

from first-order vertices, which themselves contain a one-loop tadpole contribution Γ̌1q1 (2.37), this

latter drops out because it is linear in ϕ. In a similar way the RHS of the second-order mST (5.2)

can be seen to contain all the standard quantisation one-loop contributions and no more.

At this stage the infinite number of underlying couplings have disappeared, leaving behind only

κ. Had we chosen to keep a first-order cosmological constant, then it would also appear as an

effective coupling. As we will see, similarly to the standard perturbative approach, further effective

couplings generically appear order by order in perturbation theory, multiplying covariant higher

derivative terms (such as curvature squared terms etc. ). Here however these effective couplings

are collective effects of the infinite number of underlying couplings, and parametrise the remaining

freedom in the renormalized trajectory given that it has entered the diffeomorphism invariant

subspace, cf. fig. 1.1. In our case from here on we can identify the perturbative expansion as

being an expansion in κ. Therefore we redefine the second order contribution to be κ2 Γ2 with

complementary solution κ2 Γ2(µ), so that from here on κ drops out of the equations.

The particular integral is now polynomial in the fields. In this limit we also arrange for Γ2(µ)

to trivialise, i.e. become polynomial, as explained in sec. 2.1. We see therefore that from a

practical point of view the computation can now proceed in a way which is very close to standard

quantisation. We comment further in the Conclusions. We emphasise that the understanding of the

result is however very different: in standard quantisation, κ is a fundamental irrelevant coupling

and thus there is no interacting continuum limit in the Wilsonian sense [1,3]. Here the continuum

limit is expressed in terms of the infinite number of underlying couplings, which are all (marginally)

relevant. It is these latter that get renormalized in this picture, as noted above.

From the perspective of standard quantisation, the large-Λp limit (5.5) still looks a little peculiar

since the particular integral is the difference of two parts: I2Λ−I2µ. These parts are IR regulated

but separately UV divergent. We can treat them separately by applying some appropriate sup-

plementary regularisation, e.g. dimensional regularisation, d = 4 − 2ε, as was done in ref. [15].

Furthermore we can subtract their divergences separately using a gauge invariant scheme that is

independent of the finite cutoff scale µ or Λ, since such divergences anyway cancel out between
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the two parts. We will use the MS (modified minimal subtraction) scheme, and thus subtract the

terms proportional to 1/ε− γE + ln(4π), where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

Since Γ̌1 is made of three-point vertices, the particular integral contains only two-point ver-

tices. When derivative-expanded, I2µ trivially results in polynomial (in the fields) solutions to the

linearised flow equation (2.22), because these carry no Λ dependence and the tadpole corrections,

where they exist, are field independent and thus –although calculable– discarded since they contain

no physics. We can therefore dispense with I2µ by absorbing it into a redefinition of the comple-

mentary solution: Γ2(µ) 7→ Γ2(µ) + I2µ. As further discussed below, this is essentially what we will

do except that we will take due account of the fact that I2Λ is ambiguous on its own, whereas in

fact the difference that appears in the large-Λp limit (5.5) is finite and well defined.

Emphasising the similarity to the standard perturbative approach we now write:

Γ2cl = Γ2cl(µ) (5.6)

s0Γ2cl = −1
2 (Γ̌1, Γ̌1) , (5.7)

Γ2q = Γ2q(µ) + I2Λ − I2µ , (5.8)

s0Γ2q −∆Γ2cl = −(Γ̌1, Γ̌1q)− TrCΛ Γ̌
(2)
1∗4ΛΓ̌

(2)
1 . (5.9)

Here we have split the solution Γ2 = Γ2cl + Γ2q (5.5) to the second-order flow equation, into its

classical (5.6) and one-loop (5.8) parts, and similarly split the complementary solution: Γ2(µ) =

Γ2cl(µ)+Γ2q(µ). We have also split the second-order mST (5.2) into its classical (5.7) and one-loop

(5.9) parts, noting by definition of the total free quantum BRST charge (2.23), that ŝ0 = s0 −∆,

where s0 = Q0 +Q−0 is the classical part, while the measure operator ∆ is O(~) [15–17].

The trivialised complementary solution is just a polynomial (in fields) solution to the linearised

flow equation (2.22), so Γ2cl(µ) is a Λ-independent part, while Γ2q(µ) contains the induced Λ-

dependent one-loop tadpole correction plus its own Λ-independent part. In principle (and in gen-

eral at higher order) there could be higher-loop tadpoles, however we will shortly see that in our

case Γ2(µ) only has a one-loop tadpole, while the one-loop Λ-independent part has no tadpoles.

Therefore (5.6)–(5.9) form the complete set of O(κ2) equations in our case.

The classical flow equation (5.6) simply says that Γ2cl must be Λ-independent. If we absorb I2µ

entirely into Γ2q(µ) as discussed above, the remaining three equations (5.7)–(5.9) are then identical

to those we would derive in standard quantisation at one loop in this framework [15]. Given that we

have defined I2Λ using dimensional regularisation and a gauge invariant subtraction scheme such

as MS, we then find a unique finite solution to these equations, up to the usual arbitrary lnµR
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terms appearing after subtracting logarithmic divergences, where the mass scale µR arises from

dimensionally continued couplings (here κµεR). The insertion of the cutoff Λ leads to the modified

Slavnov-Taylor identity (5.9), but for vertices defined using a gauge invariant scheme such as MS,

this is still just an identity that is automatically satisfied.

This is however a rather confusing way to arrive at a solution, because in our case ambiguities

such as the µR-dependence cancel out in the difference I2Λ−I2µ, reflecting the fact that the quantum

part of our solution (5.8) is actually a well-defined expression. We have instead a mass parameter

µ which plays essentially the same rôle, being the arbitrary initial point on the renormalized trajec-

tory. Indeed like µR in the standard approach, physical quantities must ultimately be independent

of µ. We therefore choose to absorb all of I2µ except essentially for exchanging µR with µ. As we

will see MS then amounts to imposing a renormalization condition at µ=µR, in the form expected

in this framework [15].

The failure point of standard perturbative quantisation is usually seen as stemming from the

need to introduce bare couplings to absorb the UV divergences. Since in standard quantisation

these multiply new non-trivial BRST cohomology representatives order by order in perturbation

theory, new bare couplings are needed at each order. However we do not need direct access to the

UV divergences to see the problem. The freedom to change the scheme away from MS to some

other gauge invariant scheme, is contained in the freedom to add suitable local terms associated to

the ambiguities in the finite parts of these divergences. These finite scheme ambiguities on their

own would force the introduction of new couplings at each order in standard quantisation. It is

just that phrased this way the required new couplings are finite. Even if we stay within the MS

scheme, µR independence would force the introduction of new finite couplings.

Here the UV divergences have already been absorbed into underlying (non-geometric) second

order couplings gσ2l+ε, and the ambiguities in defining the integrals are absent since they cancel out

in the difference, I2Λ− I2µ. Nevertheless there remains order by order in κ the equivalent freedom.

Indeed the requirement that our general second-order solution for the renormalized trajectory (5.3)

is independent of the initial point µ, will force the existence of the new effective couplings in the same

way.4 More generally we have the freedom to add a local term to the solution Γ2 of the second-order

flow and mST equations (5.1,5.2), provided that this addition satisfies just their left hand sides,

i.e. the linear equations (2.22,2.23). In other words it is a change in the complementary solution

4Thus also its large-Λp limit (5.5,5.8). This is so in general even if inconveniently for us, for pure quantum gravity

at O(κ2) such additions turn out to be ŝ0-exact, as we saw in sec. 4, and therefore can be removed by reparametrising

the (anti)fields. As we noted in sec. 4, this is equivalent to the observations made in ref. [29].
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Γ2(µ) corresponding to a change in our choice of (quantum) BRST cohomology representative.

In particular once we have secured one solution for Γ2 (e.g. using the technique sketched above),

we then have all possible solutions since they differ only by such a change in the quantum BRST

cohomology representative. Since we already know that I2Λ on its own, defined with a suitable gauge

invariant scheme, will satisfy the equations, we know that its scheme ambiguities are contained in

such changes to the complementary solution.

We therefore have to confront the possibility that, although perturbatively in κ we have a

genuine continuum limit (at least to second order as confirmed here), it is of an unusual form in

that the renormalized trajectory is parametrised by an infinite number of effective couplings. A

priori there seems to be nothing inconsistent with such a conclusion for quantum gravity, no matter

how phenomenologically inconvenient,5 as we discuss further in sec. 6. However in sec. 7 we uncover

hints that the non-polynomial dependence on hµν required by diffeomorphism invariance should

force the BRST cohomology at the non-perturbative level back to be at most two-dimensional,

depending only on κ and the cosmological constant.

5.1 Vertices at second order

We now fill in the details. We have already noted that (5.6) just says that Γ2cl is Λ-independent.

From the first three equations (3.8) derived from the CME, it is clear that the choice we require so

as to satisfy the classical BRST invariance (5.7), is

Γ2cl = Γ2cl(µ) = Γ̌0
2 . (5.10)

It is therefore actually independent of µ. As anticipated, it only has a one-loop tadpole,

Γ2q(µ) 3 Γ̌0
2q2 = ΩΛ

(
3
2(∂αϕ)2 − 2∂αhαβ∂βϕ− (∂σhαβ)2 + 2(∂αhαβ)2

)
− 3

4bΛ
4(ϕ2 + h2

αβ) , (5.11)

computed using the classical O(κ2) expression (3.10) and the tadpole corrections defined in the

general form of the complementary solution (2.27), and labelled using the system introduced in

(3.6). (Notice that this involves the trivialisation of α= 2 coefficient functions (2.30), as is clear

from the top line of the classical O(κ2) expression (3.10), but their tadpole corrections are also

joined by hµν-tadpole corrections from the bottom lines in (3.10).)6 If we had already absorbed

5In the general case, these include couplings for curvature-squared terms, whose sign must be chosen to maintain

unitarity, in contrast to the case where quantum gravity would then be renormalizable in standard quantisation [31].
6E.g. (∂αϕ)2 arises from the second and the last monomial in (3.10) yielding, by (2.31) and (2.16), − 3

16
(1−9) = 3

2
.
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I2µ into Γ2q(µ), (5.11) would actually be the complete solution for Γ2q(µ), being the unique O(κ2)

tadpole integral formed from the classical action.

By inspection the particular integral (5.5) and the RHS of the one-loop second-order mST (5.9)

can contribute only up to a maximum antighost level two. In fact there is no contribution even at

this level, as we now show. In the particular integral this would require attaching two propagators

between Γ̌2
1 (2.34) and Γ̌1

1 (2.35), or between two copies of Γ̌1
1 while preserving both antifields, but it

is not possible to attach the propagators in this way. Since Γ̌1q only has level zero, the antibracket

cannot contribute above level zero, whilst there is no correction term at level two in the one-loop

second-order mST since this would require Γ̌
2 (2)
1 , but there is no way to join this by a propagator

to Γ̌
(2)
1∗ . Thus all these antighost levels are solved by Γn≥2

2q = Γn≥2
2q (µ) = 0.

For similar reasons the one-loop second-order mST (5.9) also collapses at antighost level one:

Q0 Γ1
2q = 0 , (5.12)

indeed the correction term now requires Γ̌
1(2)
1 with its antifield intact, but no such contributions

are possible. However at this level the particular integral does make a contribution. The integral

I1
2Λ = i

∫
p
H∗µν(p)BIµνα(p,Λ) cα(−p) (5.13)

is a two-point vertex formed from two copies of Γ̌1
1 (2.35) and fluctuation and ghost propagators

(2.15)–(2.18) in the self-energy contribution (5.5). In d=4 dimensions

BIµνα(p,Λ) = −
∫
q

CΛ(q)CΛ(p+q)

q2

{ 1

(p+q)2

[
3
2 pαp(µqν) + 3

2 pµpνqα + 3 p(µqν)qα + p2p(µδν)α

]
+ 2 δα(µpν) + 2 δα(µqν) + δµνqα

}
. (5.14)

Choosing the complementary solution to have the same form as (5.13), with kernel Bcµνα(p, µ), Γ1
2q

also has this form and is trivially satisfies (5.12). Writing its kernel as Bµνα(p,Λ), we have

Bµνα(p,Λ) = Bcµνα(p, µ) + BIµνα(p,Λ)− BIµνα(p, µ) . (5.15)

The momentum integral (5.14) is a formal expression since it has quadratic and logarithmic di-

vergences. By using dimensional regularisation to define it (using the d-dimensional Γ̌1 described

at the end of sec. 2.1), we automatically subtract the quadratic divergence, and by using the MS

scheme we subtract the log divergence leaving just the usual lnµR ambiguity.7 Taylor expanding

7If desired, the subtraction can be reinstated since at one loop it always appears with the same coefficient as lnµ2
R.
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the momentum integral up to cubic order gives:

(4π)2 I1
2Λ = Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duC(C − 2)

[
1
2ϕ
∗∂ ·c− 9

8 ŝ0(c∗µcµ)
]

− 1
2ϕ
∗�∂ ·c+ ŝ0(1

4H
∗
µν∂

2
µνϕ+ 5

16c
∗
µ�cµ) +

1

2

∫ ∞
0
duu (C ′)2 ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ− 5

4c
∗
µ�cµ)

+
1

2

(
ln
µ2
R

Λ2
+

∫ 1

0

du

u
(1− C)2 +

∫ ∞
1

du

u
C(C − 2)

)
ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ+ 3

4c
∗
µ�cµ) +O(∂5) , (5.16)

Here C=C(u) is the cutoff function, and we recognise amongst these expressions, instances of ΩΛ

(2.26) and b (2.38). The O(∂5) and higher terms arise from UV finite integrals (so do not depend on

µR). The derivation is sketched in app. A. As explained earlier, if we had absorbed I2µ into Γ2q(µ),

the remaining level-one part from (5.8), Γ1
2q =I1

2Λ, would already be a solution. The Λ-independent

ŝ0-exact parts could be discarded by changing the choice of Γ2q(µ), but we keep them to match

the MS scheme. We only need to recognise that the end result (5.15) must be independent of µR.

Thus we set the one-loop complementary solution part to

Γ1
2q(µ) = i

∫
p
H∗µν(p)Bcµνα(p,Λ) cα(−p) = I1

2µ + Z1
2 (µ) ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ+ 3

4c
∗
µ�cµ) , (5.17)

which is independent of µR/µ, since this dependence cancels between I1
2µ and

Z1
2 (µ) =

1

(4π)2
ln
µ

µR
+ z1

2 . (5.18)

We see that κ2Z1
2 (µ) induces a change of BRST cohomology representative at second order, as

expected.8 In this case the change is ŝ0-exact and thus amounts to a canonical reparametrisation cf.

sec. 4, hence Z1
2 is a wavefunction-like parameter. Its presence ensures that Γ1

2 is also independent

of the initial point µ on the renormalized trajectory, since a change of µ 7→ αµ in the total solution

Bµνα(p,Λ) (5.15) can be absorbed by a change δZ1
2 = δz1

2 = − lnα/(4π)2. Altogether the one-loop

level-one solution (5.8) to the renormalized trajectory is:

(4π)2 Γ1
2q = Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duC(C − 2)

[
1
2ϕ
∗∂ ·c− 9

8 ŝ0(c∗µcµ)
]

− 1
2ϕ
∗�∂ ·c+ ŝ0(1

4H
∗
µν∂

2
µνϕ+ 5

16c
∗
µ�cµ) +

1

2

∫ ∞
0
duu (C ′)2 ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ− 5

4c
∗
µ�cµ)

+
1

2

(
(4π)2Z1

2 (Λ) +

∫ 1

0

du

u
(1− C)2 +

∫ ∞
1

du

u
C(C − 2)

)
ŝ0(H∗µν∂

2
µνϕ+ 3

4c
∗
µ�cµ) +O(∂5) . (5.19)

If we work in scaled variables, where we absorb Λ according to dimensions, the result depends on

Λ only indirectly through Z1
2 (Λ). The scaled result is thus of self-similar form as expected for a

8In general this would not be clear until we computed the µR dependence at all antighost levels, but see (5.26)

and the discussion below it.
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renormalization group trajectory [32]. Renormalization schemes follow from the choice of renormal-

ization condition for Z1
2 . For example, the MS scheme is recovered here with the renormalization

condition

Z(µ) = 0 at µ = µR , (5.20)

which sets z1
2 = 0 in (5.18). Evaluating the physical limit, Bµνα(p) = limΛ→0 Bµνα(p,Λ), a standard

Feynman integral, we get for the physical vertex in the scheme (5.20)

(4π)2 Bµνα(p) =
(

3
4p

2pµδνα − 1
2pµpνpα

)
ln(p2/µ2) + 2

3pµpνpα −
5
6p

2pµδνα + 1
6δµνp

2pα , (5.21)

where the net effect of the choice of complementary solution (5.17) and renormalization condition

(5.20) is just to convert µR to µ.

At antighost level zero, the one-loop solution (5.8) is now written as

Γ0
2q = Γ̌0

2q2 + δΓ0
2q(µ) + I0

2Λ − I0
2µ , (5.22)

the first two terms on the RHS being the complementary solution having split off the one-loop

tadpole (5.11). Adopting a parallel notation to above we write

I0
2Λ = 1

2

∫
p
Hµν(p)AIµναβ(p,Λ)Hαβ(−p) . (5.23)

Here AIµναβ(p,Λ) has two contributions: one from using two Γ̌1
1 vertices joined by ghost propagators

and one from two copies of Γ̌0
1 joined by H propagators. As a formal integral in d=4 dimensions,

and understood to be symmetrised i.e. to be recast as AI((µν)(αβ)), we can write it as:

AIµναβ(p,Λ) =∫
q
CΛ(q)CΛ(p+q)

{
−1

q2(p+q)2

[
pαpβpµpν+2pαpβpµqν+2pαpβqµqν+pαpµqβqν+2pαqβqµqν+qαqβqµqν

−p2δαµpβpν− 1
2p

2δµν(pαpβ+3pαqβ+3qαqβ)+ 1
16p

4δµνδαβ+ 1
2p

4δαµδβν

]
+

1

q2

[
1
8p

2δαβδµν+ 5
4p·qδαβδµν

− p·(p+q)δαµδβν + 2δαµ(p+q)β(p+q)ν − δµν(pαpβ + 3pαqβ + qαqβ)
]

+ 1
4δαβδµν

}
(5.24)

Again we define it however using MS. Up to O(∂2), (5.23) takes the form

(4π)2 I0
2Λ = Λ4

∫ ∞
0
duuC(C − 2)

[
5
24h

2
µν + 1

8ϕ
2
]

+ Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duC(C − 2)

[
5
24ϕ∂

2
αβhαβ + 5

8(∂αhαβ)2 − 19
48(∂γhαβ)2 − 5

32(∂αϕ)2
]

− Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duu2(C ′)2

[
1
12ϕ∂

2
αβhαβ + 1

8(∂αhαβ)2 + 7
96(∂γhαβ)2 + 1

16(∂αϕ)2
]

+O(∂4) . (5.25)
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It is a unique result but acquires dependence on lnµR, which appears amongst the O(∂4) terms.

(We do not display all these terms because there are rather too many.) Setting δΓ0
2q(µ) = I0

2µ, Γ0
2q

(5.22) would already be a solution. As before, we choose the complementary solution to be this up

to converting the lnµR dependence to lnµ dependence. We find

δΓ0
2q(µ) = I0

2µ + Z0
2a(R

(1)
µναβ)2 + Z0

2b(R
(1))2 , (5.26)

where to one loop,

Z0
2a(µ) = − 61

120(4π)2
ln
µ

µR
+ z0

2a , Z0
2b(µ) = − 23

120(4π)2
ln
µ

µR
+ z0

2b . (5.27)

Again the rôle of these κ2Zs is (also) to ensure that the full solution is actually independent of µ

at O(κ2), and ensuring that the scaled result is a self-similar solution [32]. Since the only other

lnµ part, sitting in Γ1
2q(µ) (5.17), is already ŝ0-closed, this addition must be ŝ0-closed, which it

is by virtue of being invariant under linearised diffeomorphisms. As we saw, (4.11), it is actually

ŝ0-cohomologically trivial, and thus as a consequence of the Koszul-Tate differential (2.7), vanishes

on the free equations of motion (i.e. on shell), making the Zs here also wave-function-like. This is

also clear directly, on using the Gauss-Bonnet identity (4.10) [29]. (Note that the coefficients do

not agree with those in ref. [29] which are computed in the background field method. The terms

only have to agree on-shell, which they do trivially since they both vanish.) Again the MS scheme

is recovered by choosing the renormalization condition (5.20). In the physical limit, the tadpole

correction (5.11) vanishes, so once more the net effect of our renormalization condition on the choice

of complementary solution (5.26) is to swap µR for µ. We find for the physical Γ0
2 two-point vertex

(where again we mean this to be recast as A((µν)(αβ))):

(4π)2Aµναβ(p) =
(

7
10pαpβpµpν−

23
60p

2δαβpµpν− 61
60p

2δαµpβpν+ 23
120p

4δαβδµν+ 61
120p

4δαµδβν

)
ln

(
p2

µ2

)
+ 19

75pαpβpµpν −
1229
1800p

2δαβpµpν − 283
1800p

2δαµpβpν + 1829
3600p

4δαβδµν + 283
3600p

4δαµδβν , (5.28)

the quartic on the first line being the same as appears in (5.26,5.27).

Finally, substituting Γ0
2q (5.22) into the one-loop second-order mST (5.9) and using the final

equation in the CME relations (3.8) we see that9

Q0

(
Γ0

2q − Γ̌0
1q2

)
+Q−0 Γ1

2q = −TrCΛ Γ̌
(2)
1∗4ΛΓ̌

(2)
1

∣∣∣0 , (5.29)

(∆Γ2 trivially vanishes) where on the RHS we retain only the antighost level zero piece. This last

term has three contributions, one with Γ̌2
1 and Γ̌1

1 differentiated with respect to c∗ and (anti)ghosts,

9Note that the covariantisation Γ̌0
1q2 thus plays a different rôle from Γ̌0

2q2.
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the other two using Γ̌1
1 and its H∗, and either a second copy Γ̌1

1 differentiated with respect to H

and c̄, or Γ̌0
1 where the differentials are of course both with respect to H. The result is:

− TrCΛ Γ̌
(2)
1∗4ΛΓ̌

(2)
1

∣∣∣0 = i

∫
p
Hµν(p)Fµνα(p,Λ) cα(−p) , (5.30)

where

Fµνα(p,Λ) =

∫
q
CΛ(q)CΛ(p+q)

{
δµνpα + 3δµνqα

+
1

q2
[2qµqν(p+q)α + 4pµpνqα − 2p·q (p+q)(µδν)α + p·q δµν(p+q)α − 4δµνqαp

2]
}
. (5.31)

The above A, B and F vertices are analogous to vertices in Yang-Mills theory, which we labelled

similarly in ref. [15]. Note that MS has no effect on Fµνα or the tadpole integrals, (3.11) and (5.11),

since these are already fully regulated by the cutoff functions and thus have no 1/ε divergences.

Writing G
(1)
µν (2.8) in momentum space as

G(1)
µν (p) = −G(1)

αβµν(p)Hαβ(p) , (5.32)

we see that (5.29) is a modified Slavnov-Taylor identity for two-point vertices:

Aµναβ pβ +G
(1)
µνσλBσλα = 7

8bΛ
4(δµνpα − 2p(µδν)α) + 1

2Fµνα , (5.33)

where the first terms on the RHS come from putting Q0 Γ̌0
1q2, on the RHS and using the formula

for Γ̌0
1q2 (3.11). Note that in the physical limit Λ→ 0, the above RHS vanishes and this equation

becomes the unmodified Slavnov-Taylor identity: it just says that the amplitudeA is gauge invariant

on shell, i.e. up to terms proportional to the free equation of motion G
(1)
µν =0. We have confirmed

that the physical vertices, (5.21) and (5.28), do indeed satisfy the physical limit of this equation.

This means that if we write the IR cutoff functions in terms of the UV one, CΛ = 1 − CΛ, the

LHS of the above identity (5.33) can be rewritten as a sum over contributions all of which are

UV regulated by CΛ and thus well defined without further regularisation. Further manipulation

similar to those in ref. [15] would then establish that (5.33) holds exactly as an identity between the

integrals (5.24,5.14,5.31). In fact by the Bianchi identity, pµG
(1)
µν (p)=0, it is apparent that only the

last term in the physical B vertex (5.21) makes a contribution. Therefore the above identity (5.33)

states that the part of the physical A vertex dependent on renormalization conditions, namely

the ln p2/µ2 part of (5.28), is transverse, a property we have already established in (5.26). The
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derivative expansion of F (5.30) gives:10

−(4π)2 TrCΛ Γ̌
(2)
1∗4ΛΓ̌

(2)
1

∣∣∣0 = Λ4

∫ ∞
0
duuC(C−2)

[
5
6hµν∂µcν + 1

4ϕ∂ ·c
]
−bΛ4

[
7
6hµν∂µcν + 15

4 ϕ∂ ·c
]

+ Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duC(C − 2)

[
1
3hµν�∂µcν + 11

8 ϕ�∂ ·c−
11
12hµν∂

3
µναcα

]
+ Λ2

∫ ∞
0
duu2(C ′)2

[
1
24hµν∂

3
µναcα + 13

24hµν�∂µcν
]

+O(∂5) . (5.34)

We have verified that the one-loop second-order mST identity (5.29) is satisfied up to O(∂3) by the

derivative expansions (5.16), (5.25) and (5.34) together with the tadpole corrections (3.11,5.11). In

particular this confirms explicitly that these tadpole contributions automatically supply required

O(∂0) and O(∂2) terms necessary for satisfying this identity.

6 Discussion

We have seen that at second order in perturbation theory the end result is the standard one for the

one-particle irreducible effective action at O(κ2), and which is thus a one loop contribution. Since we

are dealing with pure quantum gravity at vanishing cosmological constant, the logarithmic running

is due to wave-function-like reparametrisations. This is true in standard quantisation [29] but it is

also reflected in the new quantisation. However outside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace these

reparametrisations are not purely wave-function-like but are accompanied by coefficient functions,

for example at antighost level zero they will take the form:

δHµν = R(1)
µν f

a
Λ(ϕ, µ) + δµν R

(1) f bΛ(ϕ, µ) , where f iΛ(ϕ, µ)→ ci κ
2 lnµ as Λp →∞ , (6.1)

ci being numerical constants (i = a, b). There are also infinitely many perturbative reparametrisa-

tions possible of the form

δϕ = fΛ(hµν , ϕ) , (6.2)

the RHS evidently being made up of Lorentz invariant combinations of hµν . Some combination

of these reparametrisations will correspond to redundant operators [33, 34]. It is these kind of

reparametrisations that would lead to a demonstration of the quantum equivalence of unimodular

gravity and ordinary gravity [4, 35] within this new quantisation.

Notice that the logarithmic running encapsulated in Z1
2 (µ) (5.18) and Z0

2a,b(µ) (5.27), is by no

means the only logarithmic running in the theory. Infinitely many more cases are generated in the

10Again note that ΩΛ (2.26) and b (2.38) give alternative expressions for the terms linear in C.
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derivative expansion of the general solution for the second-order renormalized trajectory (5.3) [6].

However all the other cases vanish as a power of Λp in the large amplitude suppression scale limit.

It seems clear that once we add matter and/or a cosmological constant, it will no longer be

the case that the logarithmic running inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace is attributable

to a reparametrisation. It will have to be attributed to new diffeomorphism-invariant effective

couplings. These effective couplings are precisely the same couplings that need to be introduced in

standard quantisation [29]. Indeed we still expect to need a complementary solution in the form

we gave for δΓ0
2q(µ) (5.26), but the curvature-squared terms no longer vanish on the equations of

motion since the Einstein tensor is now sourced by the matter stress-energy tensor and/or a term

proportional to gµν in the case of a cosmological constant.

Actually, once inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, we are obeying both the flow

equation and the mST, and therefore the solution must correspond to an RG flow in the standard

quantisation. The problem in standard quantisation is that these flows have an infinite number of

parameters, new ones appearing at each loop order. In standard quantisation they are identified

with renormalized couplings, and the corresponding bare couplings are required to absorb the UV

divergences. It is clear that in this standard framework none of these flows can correspond to a

genuine perturbative continuum limit in the usual Wilsonian sense, i.e. a renormalized trajectory

emanating from the Gaussian fixed point, since κ is irrelevant. (The same is true of all higher order

couplings apart from the curvature squared ones.)

In this new quantisation we have found a solution to this latter problem: we have constructed a

genuine perturbative renormalized trajectory. We have demonstrated that it works in perturbation

theory, at both first order [4, 5] and now, second order [6]. It emanates from the Gaussian fixed

point along relevant directions provided by the underlying (marginally) relevant couplings, gσ2l+ε.

It is these couplings that absorb the UV divergences [6]. Once inside the diffeomorphism invariant

subspace, this renormalized trajectory must coincide with a subset of the RG flows derived in

standard quantisation. The question is which subset. Since we need to send Λp→∞ in fig. 1.1 to

fully recover diffeomorphism invariance, we know at least that these flows must exist all the way

to Λ→∞ within the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, even though they will not qualify as part

of a perturbative renormalized trajectory inside this subspace.

Once inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, the underlying couplings disappear and

the trajectory is parametrised by diffeomorphism-invariant effective couplings. One possibility is

that there is no restriction: the subset is the whole set, the effective couplings are in one-to-one

correspondence with the couplings required in standard quantisation. Devastating as this might be
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for the general predictivity of the theory, this construction suggests that there is nothing inherently

inconsistent with such a scenario.

If this is the outcome, nevertheless the new quantisation provides a different perspective. For

example, it is not true that the introduction of these higher order couplings require a loss of unitarity,

provided that their signs are chosen to avoid wrong-sign poles in the full propagators. In standard

quantisation, the assumption is that once couplings are introduced for the curvature-squared terms

for example, these couplings must be part of some ‘fundamental’ bare action, and thus from the

beginning turn the theory into one with higher derivatives even at the free (bilinear) level. Here, the

bare action lies outside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace. The higher derivative interactions

there must always be accompanied by a δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) operator, and thus cannot alter the kinetic terms.

In other words, the bilinear action maintains its two-derivative form [4].

It remains the case that ultimately the perturbative development of the theory is organised

in powers of κ and therefore by dimensions, accompanied by increasing numbers of space-time

derivatives at higher order. But since we are dealing with a theory with a genuine continuum limit,

the fact that perturbation theory breaks down in the regime11 κ∂ > 1, just indicates that the theory

becomes non-perturbative in this regime and not, as usually interpreted, a signal of breakdown of

an effective quantum field theory description.

We see very clearly that it is the logarithmically running terms and their finite part ambiguities,

necessarily BRST invariant, that demand the introduction of new couplings order by order in per-

turbative quantum gravity. In contrast, the power-law Λ dependence is computed unambiguously.

Nothing within perturbation theory demands that new couplings be associated to such Λ2n terms

(integer n > 0). Nor is the field dependence associated to Λ2n, closed under BRST, but rather

is intimately related to the modifications of the Slavnov-Taylor identities. Thus the problem in

quantum gravity is to find the mechanism, if there is one, that determines (some or all of) the finite

parts associated to the ln(Λ/µ) terms that appear at the perturbative level. If for example, all

these parameters are fixed by such a mechanism, we would be left with only one new parameter at

the quantum level, the mass scale that arises by dimensional transmutation from the very existence

of the RG (the equivalent to ΛQCD in QCD).

In fact we know that at third order, the first-order couplings will run with Λ [6]. It is conceivable

that this running and the required subsequent matching into the diffeomorphism invariant subspace,

plays a rôle in providing this missing mechanism. Below, we discuss another possibility, some

11Here ∂ stands for the typical magnitude of space-time derivatives.
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hints that this mechanism arises solely from insisting that the RG flow within the diffeomorphism

invariant subspace, remains non-singular all the way to Λ→∞. One such well-studied possibility

is a non-perturbative (asymptotically safe) UV fixed point [36–38]. However note that our current

construction was born from attempts to solve issues with the degeneration of the fixed points and

eigenoperator spectrum that are seen in that scenario if one goes (sufficiently carefully) beyond

truncations involving just a finite number of operators (see the final discussions in refs. [5,11]). As

we now explore, a mechanism for fixing the parameters could follow from the same mathematical

properties of the partial differential flow equations that lead to these problems in the first place.

7 A possible non-perturbative mechanism

In the conformal sector the infinite number of couplings gσ2l+ε lead to a new effect, namely the fact

that almost always, even at the linearised level, RG flows towards the IR become singular and then

cease to exist [1]. This is very much interwoven into the subsequent development [4–6]. Indeed it

is for this reason that the construction requires the initial point µ for the renormalized trajectory

(5.3) to lie below Λp, most of the trajectory then being safely developed from the IR to the UV.

This is due to the fact that we are dealing with solutions of a parabolic partial differential equation

that are non-polynomial in the amplitude: such solutions are only guaranteed when flowing from

the IR to the UV [1].

These comments apply equally well to the hµν sector however with the crucial difference that

there the equation is reverse parabolic, with solutions only guaranteed when flowing from the UV

to the IR [1]. The problem is not seen for polynomial linearised solutions, because such solutions

are a finite sum of eigenoperators (the Hermite polynomials) [1, 4] with constant coefficients. But

diffeomorphism invariance, which is imposed in the IR (inside the diffeomorphism invariant sub-

space), requires us to use solutions that are non-polynomial in the hµν amplitude (because the

curvature terms require both the metric gµν and the inverse metric gµν). Thus diffeomorphism

invariance forces us to consider solutions non-polynomial in hµν , evolving from the IR to the UV.

Such solutions almost always fail at some critical scale Λcr, before we reach Λ→∞.

In reality, the solution must exist simultaneously in both the hµν and ϕ sectors. Consider a

solution δΓ to the linearised flow equation (2.22). Isolating the hµν and ϕ amplitude dependence,

we can expand δΓ over monomials ςµ1···µn :

δΓ =
∑
ς

ςµ1···µn(∂, ∂ϕ, ∂h, c,Φ∗) f ςΛµ1···µn(hαβ, ϕ) + · · · , (7.1)
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where we suppress Lorentz indices on the arguments in ς and we mean that its (anti)field arguments

can appear as indicated or differentiated any number of times. These new coefficient functions f ςΛ

are necessarily non-polynomial in hαβ and ϕ for the reasons we have explained. The linearised flow

equation (2.22) can be solved exactly using the same integrating factor as in the general solution

(2.27). The ellipses in (7.1) refer to the tadpole corrections so formed by attaching propagators

to ς either exclusively, or also to hαβ and ϕ. Now from the linearised flow equation (2.22), the

coefficient functions themselves satisfy the flow equation:

ḟ ςΛµ1···µn(hαβ, ϕ) = ΩΛ

(
∂2

∂h2
µν

− ∂2

∂ϕ2

)
f ςΛµ1···µn . (7.2)

Here we clearly see the property that the equation in each sector separately is parabolic, but in

opposite directions, and thus in fact the Cauchy initial value problem for such a partial differential

equation is not well defined in either direction. This mathematical property is not cured, but

only obscured, by using the full non-linear flow equations. We see that we are dealing with novel

partial differential equations whose solution typically becomes singular when it is evolved in either

direction, even at the linearised level. As we have emphasised already for flows towards the IR in

the ϕ sector [1], this does not mean solutions do not exist but rather that the initial conditions

must be very special, i.e. lie within a heavily restricted subspace. Below we uncover hints that this

allows only the cosmological constant and κ ultimately to exist as independent couplings.

Notice that this issue applies only to the fields that are differentiated in the flow equation, i.e.

to the quantum fields – whose second order differentials together with the RG time derivative make

the equations (reverse) parabolic. It does not apply to the antifields, nor to background fields if the

background field approach is followed. In fact it does not apply to the ghost fields either because

these are Grassmann and thus dependence on their amplitude is necessarily polynomial. Therefore

the issue only arises for the quantum fluctuation fields hµν and ϕ.

To take these arguments a little further, we recall that the finite part ambiguity δΓ(`) that

appears at `-loop order, is a local Λ-independent operator, and note that its dimension is

[δΓ(`)] = 2(`+1) (7.3)

(e.g. as required by dimensions from the factors of κ). We also note that if the mST (2.12) is to

be obeyed inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace, we must have (Γ0, δΓ(`)) = 0 (since all the

other parts are at higher loop order, in particular the correction term in the mST carries an extra

loop) [15]. In other words, at `-loop order the ambiguous parts δΓ(`) must be invariant under the

full classical BRST transformations [15], cf. sec. 3, reflecting standard treatments [27, 39, 40]. In
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particular the level zero part, δΓ0, must be diffeomorphism invariant, and thus at one loop are

curvature-squared terms, as confirmed in δΓ0
2q (5.26), at two-loop order are κ2 times curvature

cubed, or κ2R∇2R type terms, and so forth. They are therefore indeed non-polynomial in hµν (and

also ϕ as also imposed by the new quantisation).

At loop-order higher than `, where δΓ(`) first appears, δΓ(`) gets altered by the flow equation

(2.11) and mST (2.12) in ways that are not straightforward to analyse. If we model the situation

by just taking the linearised flow equation (2.22) and imposing δΓ = δΓ(`) at Λ=0, the perturbation

will no longer satisfy BRST invariance or the mST once Λ>0. However we will be able to see the

restrictions that arise from the fact that the flows are typically singular. In close similarity to the

solution for the pure-ϕ coefficient functions (2.28), the partial differential equation (7.2) is solved

formally by the Fourier transform:

f ςΛµ1···µn(hαβ, ϕ) =

∫
d9παβ dπ

(2π)10
fςµ1···µn(παβ,π) e

1
2

ΩΛ(π2
µν−π2)+iπµνhµν+iπϕ , (7.4)

where πµν is traceless, being the momentum conjugate to hµν . That (7.4) is the Fourier form

of the solution, can be seen straightforwardly by substitution, and matches the general linearised

functional solution (2.27) as one can see by substituting the Λ=0 Fourier transform for the physical

coefficient function. However for the above to be more than a formal solution to (7.2), we need

the Fourier integral to converge. We see that as Λ increases from zero, convergence in the ϕ sector

only improves, since it is weighted by e−
π2

2
ΩΛ , reflecting the fact that the Cauchy initial value

problem is well defined in this sector for IR→UV [1]. However in the hµν sector the integral has

the exponentially growing weight, e
π2
µν
2

ΩΛ . Unless fς decays faster than an exponential of π2
µν (at

fixed π), the solution (7.4) will be singular at some critical scale Λ=Λcr≥0, above which the flow

ceases to exist.

We see therefore that the flows will exist only for carefully chosen parametrisations of the metric

in terms of hµν and ϕ. Now we show that solutions of the form (7.4) cannot exist simultaneously for

all the δΓ that match diffeomorphism invariant δΓ(`) at Λ=0. If we take the Einstein-Hilbert action

(3.9) as an example and expand it over monomials as in (7.1), the required strong suppression of

high conjugate momenta πµν in fς , means that for the above to be a solution, there must be no

rapid variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action under changes in the hµν amplitude. Obviously, at

a minimum we then need a parametrisation that exists for all amplitudes. That is not true of the

simple linear split form of gµν (1.2) which is not positive definite for all hµν and ϕ, and for which

gµν is singular at κϕ = −2, and whenever κhµν has −1 as an eigenvalue. We can cure this by for

example parametrising the metric gµν in terms of an exponential of κhµ
ν (considered as a matrix),
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see e.g. [41–45]. Such a parametrisation can also ensure that the square root, in the measure
√
g,

does not lead to branch cuts (as also would expressing the metric in terms of a vierbein, since the

measure is then its determinant).

This is still not enough to allow a solution in the form (7.4) however. From the already required

faster than exponential decay, we see that the mod-squared amplitudes |fςµ1···µn |
2 are integrable.

Thus by Parseval’s theorem, the squared coefficient functions (f ςΛµ1···µn)2 must also be integrable

over d9hαβdϕ. This in turn implies that the coefficient functions f ςΛµ1···µn must vanish as hαβ→∞.12

Since
√
gR 7→ α

√
gR under scaling gµν 7→ αgµν (where α is some constant), we see that this last

condition will hold true for the Einstein-Hilbert action if and only if gµν itself vanishes in this limit.

A Fourier solution (7.4) for the cosmological constant term, is then not ruled out by this

condition, since
√
g 7→ α2√g, and thus it will also vanish in the limit hαβ → ∞. However all

the higher derivative terms are then ruled out from having such solutions, since curvature-squared

terms go like α0, while the higher order terms behave as negative powers of α and thus actually

diverge in the limit hαβ→∞.

Notice that despite the fact that we are modelling using only linearised solutions, the arguments

we are making are non-perturbative in κ, because the breakdown in the solutions happens at

finite or diverging κhµν . In general the level-zero part satisfies δΓ(`) 7→α1−`δΓ(`), and thus if these

perturbations had to extend to solutions δΓ of Fourier type (7.4), we would have shown that, despite

the apparent freedom to change individually the new effective couplings that appear at each loop

order, non-perturbatively in κ the requirement that the renormalized trajectory is non-singular

actually rules out all such infinitesimal changes δΓ(`). We would therefore conclude that the only

freely variable couplings are in fact κ itself and the cosmological constant.

We cannot quite draw such dramatic conclusions however. The arguments we have presented

can only be regarded as hints. Firstly, solutions exist to the linearised flow equations (7.2) that do

not fit the assumed Fourier form (7.4). For example solutions polynomial in the graviton can be

cast in Fourier space, but fς is then distributional, viz. a sum over differentials of δ(παβ). Another

example is provided by the ϕ part of exponential parametrisation [41–45] which extends to the

solution

f(ϕ) = e
κ
2
ϕ =⇒ fΛ(ϕ) = e

κ
2
ϕ+ 1

8
κ2ΩΛ , (7.5)

as can be confirmed by direct substitution in (7.2) or by using the Green’s function δ
(0)
Λ(ϕ−ϕ0), cf.

12They must decay faster than 1/|hαβ |9/2. Given an appropriate choice of fς , one can get a much improved estimate

by using the method of steepest descents in (7.4).
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(2.25) [1, 5]. However these are not sufficient to parametrise the Einstein-Hilbert action. In fact

finding a parametrisation that can be extended to a solution of the linearised flow equation (7.2),

either of Fourier type (7.4) or otherwise, looks challenging.13 It is even more challenging to find one

that also works for the cosmological constant term, and it is not credible that a parametrisation

could be found that would also allow solutions for the higher derivative terms δΓ(`). On the contrary,

it may be that there is no sensible solution even for the Einstein-Hilbert action alone. Secondly,

infinitesimal changes δΓ(`) do not in fact have to satisfy the simple linearised equations (7.2) but

operator flow equations that depend on the rest of the effective action:

δΓ̇(`) = 1
2 Str

(
4̇Λ4−1

Λ

[
1 +4ΛΓ

(2)
I

]−1
4ΛδΓ

(2)
(`)

[
1 +4ΛΓ

(2)
I

]−1
)
, (7.6)

as follows immediately from perturbing the exact RG flow equation (2.11). However, although these

flow equations are much more involved than the simple linearised flow equations (7.2), and are such

that they allow solutions that remain compatible with BRST invariance through the (perturbed)

mST (2.12), they share with (7.2) the property that their Cauchy initial value problem is not well

defined in either direction.

8 Summary and Conclusions

In Euclidean signature the Einstein-Hilbert action is unbounded from below. This so-called con-

formal factor instability [7] means that the partition function for quantum gravity makes no sense

without further modification. The authors of ref. [7] proposed to solve this by analytically continu-

ing the conformal factor along the imaginary axis. However the Wilsonian exact RG flow equation

still makes sense in the presence of this instability [1, 37] and anyway provides a more powerful

route to define the continuum limit. Nevertheless the instability has a profound effect on RG prop-

erties. We find that flows close to the Gaussian fixed point, involving otherwise arbitrary functions

of the conformal factor amplitude, ϕ, remain well defined only if expanded over a novel tower of

increasingly relevant operators δ
(n)
Λ (ϕ) (n = 0, 1, · · · ) [1]. Everything in the new quantisation just

follows from this observation.

The result is the renormalized trajectory sketched in fig. 1.1. Although at first sight this

looks like the standard picture for a perturbative continuum limit, an important difference is that

the upper part lies outside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace where the corresponding BRST

13We did not find a parametrisation of gµν that leads to fς with decay faster than exponential of π2
µν . Approaching

from the other direction, nor did we find such fς that then lead to a non-singular gµν .
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invariance (or rather modified Slavnov-Taylor identities) can be respected. The quantisation is

thus defined “off space-time” [5] in the upper part of the renormalized trajectory. In this part, the

interactions involve traceless fluctuations hµν and the conformal factor ϕ, acting as separate fields.

The dynamical metric gµν , which combines these as stipulated by diffeomorphism invariance, only

comes together inside the diffeomorphism invariant subspace and does not make sense as a concept

outside this subspace.

In ref. [6] we solved for the renormalized trajectory for pure quantum gravity at second order

in perturbation theory and showed that, for the underlying coupling constants in appropriate

domains, the trivialisation conditions can be satisfied. In this paper we have shown that it is then

indeed possible for the renormalized trajectory to enter the diffeomorphism invariant subspace. We

then solved for its subsequent evolution, in particular for the limit Λ→ 0 where we recover the

physical amplitudes. As we saw, the result is equivalent to solving for pure quantum gravity at

one loop and O(κ2) in standard perturbation theory. It is not so surprising therefore that we also

find that effective parameters are left behind associated to logarithmically running terms at this

order, and that for pure quantum gravity these are not physical because they can be absorbed by

reparametrisations.

Beyond O(κ2) in pure quantum gravity and/or after including matter or a cosmological con-

stant, it is no longer true in the usual treatment that logarithmic divergences can be absorbed by

reparametrisation. Instead they force the introduction of new couplings order by order in the loop

expansion. The main question then is whether in this new quantisation one similarly finds that

ultimately an infinite number of diffeomorphism invariant effective couplings are required, intro-

duced order by order in perturbation theory. If this is the case, it appears one is left with a genuine

entirely consistent continuum theory of perturbative quantum gravity which, unfortunately for its

phenomenology, is controlled by an infinite number of couplings.

Actually the precise correspondence, of pure quantum gravity at second order in the new quan-

tisation, to standard quantisation of effective quantum gravity at one-loop and O(κ2), is somewhat

of an accident, see below (5.5). The interactions in the upper part of the renormalized trajectory

are second order in couplings, but non-perturbatively quantum, and thus involve a sum to all loops

over tadpoles and melonic Feynman diagrams. On entering the diffeomorphism invariant subspace,

this collapses to something that can be reinterpreted as finite order in ~. Furthermore at second

order, the order in ~ amounts to one loop in the loop expansion. At higher orders it looks like

the large-Λp limit may differ from the standard solution in that not all contributions perturbative

in ~ are reproduced up to the maximum number of loops that appear. It seems therefore that
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higher order will imply a finite reordering of the loop-wise expansion, but it is not clear that this

has a physical consequence. From third order onwards, the first-order underlying couplings (that

parametrise the first order vertices) will run [6]. This may lead to restrictions on matching into

the diffeomorphism invariant subspace. On the other hand, since there is no corresponding run-

ning of κ in standard quantisation, we expect the running to effectively freeze out on entering the

diffeomorphism invariant subspace, as a consequence of the trivialisation conditions.

Finally in sec. 7 we noted that the particular parabolic properties of these flow equations mean

that solutions are typically singular when evolved in either the IR or UV directions, once one works

with a space of solutions that is non-polynomial in both the quantum fields hµν and ϕ. Non-

perturbatively in κ the solutions must indeed be non-polynomial in these quantum variables, as

forced by diffeomorphism invariance via the mST. We uncovered hints that this property provides

a non-perturbative mechanism which fixes the free parameters down to just κ and the cosmological

constant. It would appear to be sufficient to have this mechanism at work entirely within the

diffeomorphism invariant subspace. Then the theory can be defined after all by working solely

within this space. But then the understanding of how the continuum limit is achieved would be

very different from the Wilsonian one, since it would not be in terms of a renormalized trajectory

emanating from an ultraviolet fixed point.
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A Computing Taylor expanded IR regulated momentum integrals

To compute derivative expansions such as those that appear for level-one (5.16), level-zero (5.25)

and in the mST correction term (5.34), we Taylor expand their integrands in the external momentum

pµ. We use the d-dimensional equivalent of the integrands (5.14,5.24,5.31) displayed in the paper,

constructed from using the d-dimensional propagators (2.15)–(2.18) attached to the d-dimensional

Γ̌1 described at the end of sec. 2.1. To be concrete we describe how to treat Bµνα(p,Λ) and

Aµναβ(p,Λ) in the following. We comment on the slight differences for Fµνα(p,Λ) later. The

Taylor expansion coefficients involve the integrals∫
q

qµ1qµ2 · · · qµ2n

q2r
C̄(q2/Λ2) C̄(m)(q2/Λ2) , (A.1)
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for some non-negative integers m,n, r, with normalisation of the measure as in (2.14). Here C̄(u) =

1−C(u) is the IR cutoff function, and C̄(m)(u) is its mth differential, where u= q2/Λ2. Now d-

dimensional rotational invariance ensures that the integral vanishes unless the numerator has even

powers of q and moreover it allows us to reduce the latter to a scalar integral using

qµ1qµ2 · · · qµ2n ≡ q2n
n∏
k=1

1

d+ 2(k − 1)

∑
pairs

δµσ1µσ2
δµσ3µσ4

· · · δµσ2n−1µσ2n
, (A.2)

where this formula is valid under the integral, and may be proved by iteration. The sum is over all

ways of dividing the 2n indices into Kronecker-delta pairs. For these one-loop integrals in d=4−2ε

dimensions, the worst we can get is a 1/ε pole, therefore up to terms vanishing as ε→0,∫
q

=
(
1 +

[
1− γE + ln(4π/Λ2)

]
ε
) ∫ ∞

0
duu1−ε . (A.3)

The integrals are now reduced iteratively using integration by parts on those containing the highest

differential C̄(m). Following the philosophy of dimensional regularisation we choose ε > 0 large

enough such that we can always discard the UV limit (a.k.a. surface term). The IR limit can also

be discarded using the same philosophy, choosing ε<0 negative enough.14 After this we analytically

continue ε to the neighbourhood of ε=0 in the usual way. As a simple but instructive example we

thus have the identity ∫ ∞
0
duu−ε C̄

d

du
C̄ =

ε

2

∫ ∞
0
duu−1−ε C̄2 . (A.4)

At the end of the process, provided at least one of the C̄ is differentiated, the integral is in fact

both UV and IR regulated by the cutoff function, and thus ε→0 can be safely taken. The integrals

that require more care are those that are only IR regulated which thus take the form∫ ∞
0
duun−ε C̄2(u) =

∫ 1

0
duun−ε C̄2 +

∫ ∞
1
duun−ε

(
C̄2 − 1

)
+

∫ ∞
1
duun−ε ,

=

∫ 1

0
duun C̄2 +

∫ ∞
1
duunC(C − 2) − 1

n+ 1− ε
+O(ε) , (A.5)

for some integer n. Splitting the integral into three parts as in the first line, we see that the first

two parts are both IR and UV regulated for any n and thus ε→ 0 can be safely taken. The final

integral gives the last term on discarding the upper limit.

14At high orders in the derivative expansion this allows us to discard the lower boundary, limε→0 u
−k−ε C̄(m)C̄(n)

for any positive integers k,m, n. This could also be assured by choosing C such that it has vanishing Taylor expansion

to all orders at u= 0 (known as a “bump” function). In practice in the cases dealt with in sec. 5.1 the lower limit

can be discarded anyway thanks to the presence of C̄(u) and/or positive integer powers of u.
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As a simple example consider the case n=−1. This appears on the RHS of (A.4). Substituting

(A.5) and taking the limit ε → 0 one finds the answer 1
2 . In this case it is straightforward to

derive this directly from (A.4) at ε= 0, since the LHS is then a total derivative and the answer

1
2 is recovered from the UV boundary. However applying dimensional regularisation to all cases

including the more involved (A.1,A.2) cases, ensures that results are not subject to momentum

routing (equivalently surface term) ambiguities.

In (A.5), apart from the case n =−1 which, if it has non-vanishing coefficient, is subtracted

using MS cf. comments above (5.6), the ε→0 limit of the last term can also now be safely taken.

It then just cancels the cutoff-independent contribution in the first integral on the RHS, thus∫ ∞
0
duun−ε C̄2(u) =

∫ ∞
0
duunC(C − 2) +O(ε) , (n 6= −1) , (A.6)

which we could have derived directly from substituting C̄= 1−C, and discarding the cutoff inde-

pendent piece as would be done as standard in dimensional regularisation (despite the fact that the

integral is strictly speaking ill-defined for any ε).
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